KUNPL AST-K ARS AI Zrt.

General Conditions and Terms for Suppliers
1. General Provisions
Kunplast-Karsai ZRt (later on Buyer) determines the following General Conditions and Terms for
its Suppliers in case no other official contract is signed and agreed between the two parties for
the below points.
Without a declaration which explicitly, partly or entirely rejected any of the below points, Supplier
accepts the determined conditions and terms.
General Conditions and Terms include performing quoations, purchase orders, payment terms,
guarantee, warranty, technical and quality conditions.
Buyer/Supplier has the right to agree in individual sale agreement which differs from this General
Conditions and Terms.
2. Contract existance
Supplier accepts General Conditions and Terms with giving quoations, accepting and confirming
purchasing orders and delivering – in each way.
3. Quotation / purchase order
3.1 Quotation given by Supplier is compulsory within the given period of validity. In case no
validity time is given, the offer is valid until the announcement of change.
3.2 Any obvious mistake in printing, errata, or calculation in offer or order confirmation is
the responsibility of Supplier and Buyer can claim for compensation.
3.3 Supplier has to confirm purchase orders within 72 hours and then it is binding. In case
ordes are not confirmed in 72 hours it means Supplier agrees.
3.4 Supplier has to inform Buyer about price increase before at least a month of validity in
written and detailed form with explanation.
3.5 In case Supplier cannot continue production/delivering of materials, components
according to agreed specifications, it must be declared minimum 4 months earlier to
Buyer. Any loss appers at Buyer caused by the above is the responsibility of the Supplier.
4. Fulfillment
Delivery is fulfilled once the goods are unloaded – in full quantity at the agreed delivery
point with signed and stamped delivery documents.
5. Deadlines / deliveries
5.1 Deadlines given in purchase orders or order confirmatios are compulsory for Supplier.
5.2 In case shipment delays, Supplier has to inform Buyer in written form and give new
dealine.
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5.3 In case of delivery delays – excluding force majeure – penalty could emerge minimum 1%
of the value of the shipped goods but maximum 15 % of the total price after the first
three days of delay.
5.4 Any loss or profit loss which is caused by delayed delivery is the responsibility of Supplier
and has to compensate to the Buyer.
5.5 Delivery terms: based on agreement
6. Force Majeure
Any foreseen event, natural catastrophes, wars, fire, strikes at Supplier plants which prevent
performance of the agreement, in whole or in part, are considered force majeure. The party
involved in force major should immediately inform the other party in written form. In case
force majeure is over 30 days or it can surely be foreseen it will be longer than 30 days, any
of the parties has the right to cancel the agreement, in whole or in part.
7. Packaging
Packaging is the responsibility of Supplier. Packaging should quarantee the safety of goods
during shipping, storing, and prevent goods from contamination and damage. Even the
smallest packaging unit should ensure the identifying the type of material, batch and shelf
life in case needed.
8. Payment Terms
Based on agreement between Supplier and Buyer.
Buyer has the right to block the payment of the invoice of the material under complaint and
deduct compaint costs at due date in case the compaint is not arranged in any other way.
9. Technical and Quality Conditions
9.1 Supplier guarantees that goods are delivered are according to the specifications,
drawings, documentations, informations or approved samples and places such
substances on the Hungarian market which have all the necessary quality certificates and
official authorization.
9.2 Buyer is certified according to ISO 9001, IATF 16949, ISO 14001 and expected from its
Suppliers to establish and develop a quality management system according to ISO 9001.
Suppliers for automobile industry shall be certified according to IATF 16949 by third
party, but at least following and applying “Minimum Automotive Quality Management
System Requirements for Sub-tier Suppliers”. In addition, Buyer requires enviromental
considerations and liability from its Suppliers.
9.3 Buyer requires sample submission of materials, components with the necessary
documents as 2000/53 EC, ROHS, 1907/2006, REACH, 2006/122E K, 761769/EG K (PFOS,
FPOA). Safety data sheet is required in Hungarian. Documentation of sampling of
materials and components for automobile industry should be according to PPAP 3 or
VDA.2.
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9.4 Buyer requires quality certificate for every batches to be sent with each delivery.
Supplier should deliver on „0 defect” strategy. Buyer has the right to refuse any shipment
which is not according to the agreed specifications, drawings, documentations,
informations or approved samples.
9.5 Buyer debits its Suppliers with 100 Eur complaint costs after each quality complaint and
requiers corrective action to be sent until the given deadline.
9.6 Supplier is responsible for every defect of the supplied products which may come up
later even if the invoice of the complained material is already settled.
9.7 Supplier guarantees that supplied goods have no manufacturing, material or
construction defect and they are according to the agreed specifications, drawings,
documentations, informations or approved samples. Buyer guarantees that all the goods
are consumed taken into account the requirements of professional diligence and
supposing intended use of end customer. Supplier bears all of the costs which come from
non-conformity of materials, components.
10. EKAER
10.1 EKAER (stands for Elektronikus Közúti Áruforgalom-Ellenőrző Rendszer – in English Electronic
Public Road Transportation Control System) which is designed to minimize the possibility of
VAT fraud has been implemented since January 1st, 2015 in Hungarian public road transit.
In Hungary it is required to apply for an EKAER number for those who transporting goods on
public roads via motor vehicles.
10.2 Those Suppliers who are shipping goods under EKAER regulation have to give the necessary
details and datas (including EKAER number) to Buyer. Kunplast-Karsai ZRt. does not take the
responsibility of errata, not correct datas given by Supplier and any loss emerges from this
will be shifted to Supplier.
11. Confidentiality
All information which comes into the possession of the supplier in connection with the
performance of the contract shall be treated in confidence and may not be disclosed to third
parties or used otherwise; this does not apply to subcontractors. The supplier undertakes to
require the subcontractors to respect confidentiality to the same extent.
12. Final Provisions
12.1 Where a provision proves to be null and void, that shall not affect the validity of the other
provisions.
12.2 Any dispute arising, it shall be settled by peaceful means.
12.3 If such an amicable settlement is not possible, the legal proceedings shall take their course.
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